WE DON‘T STOP AT BARRIERS
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Rechargeable safety light
PRODUCT CODE: LIGHT01

Skipper wall & magnetic
receiver clips

Skipper wall & magnetic
support brackets

PRODUCT CODE: W/RECEIVER01

PRODUCT CODE: W/SUPPORT01

(WALL VERSION), M/RECEIVER01

(WALL VERSION), M/SUPPORT01

(MAGNETIC VERSION)

(MAGNETIC VERSION)
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Curved cord strap holder/
receiver
PRODUCT CODE: CORD02
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&
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Post & base cap

PRODUCT CODE: SAN01

PRODUCT CODE: POST05
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Sanitiser bracket

Skipper products for outdoors

The Skipper unit

Post & base system

Skipper road cone

Skipper A4 sign holder

PRODUCT CODE: SKIPPER01

PRODUCT CODE: POST01 (POST),

PRODUCT CODE: CONE01

PRODUCT CODE: SIGN01

Magnetic cord strap
holder/receiver

POST02 (BASE)

Skipper products for indoors

The Skipper XS unit

Clamp holder/receiver

Suction pad holder/receiver

PRODUCT CODE: XS01

PRODUCT CODE: CLAMP01

PRODUCT CODE: PAD01

PRODUCT CODE: CORD01

Skipper products for waste & safety management

Skipper recycle bin

Skipper safety dispenser

PRODUCT CODE: BIN01

PRODUCT CODE: DISP01

Suction pad support
bracket
PRODUCT CODE: P/SUPPORT01

Post & base collar
PRODUCT CODE: POST04

We’re setting the boundaries
in safety management
Skipper’s multifunctional, multi-surface range of patent protected products
have been designed from the ground up for health and safety.
The integrated solutions are recognised worldwide as the industry standard
in safety management, and there’s no surface they can’t attach to.
The full suite of versatile products encompasses solutions for outside, inside
and waste & safety management. Skipper’s wide range of accessories also
allow you to wrap around pillars, attach to magnetic surfaces, screw to
walls, clamp to racking and suction to high gloss and glass surfaces.
No other product on the market offers the same level of value and versatility.
Using Skipper reduces risk, increases operational efficiencies and allows
businesses to be health and safety compliant – it really is the total safety
management solution.

Skipper. The professional’s safety product of choice
Soft-touch locking button prevents tape from
spooling out in windy conditions.

Skipper is the key to a complete barrier system. As well as attaching to
Skipper’s own cones and posts, you can attach the durable, 9m (30ft)
retractable Skipper unit to almost any standard traffic cone worldwide.
The high specification materials, including fabric tape and soft-touch areas
for improved grip, make the Skipper unit highly robust and dependable.
The versatile and adaptable unit is used across a wide range of industries,
from construction to airports and shipping, to events, retail, facilities
management and so many more.
Skipper is the original, market leading solution, and the choice of health and
safety professionals across the world.

COLOUR OPTIONS: orange, green, red, blue, silver, yellow

TAPE OPTIONS: red & white, black & yellow, green & white, blue & white,
black & yellow ‘CAUTION’, red & white ‘DANGER’

Skipper curved and magnetic cord strap clips
The Skipper curved and magnetic support brackets are part of the Skipper XS range, but are also
highly practical when used in conjunction with the Skipper waste & safety management range.
As the bungee cord offers a very strong connection with its tourniquet, the recycle bins and safety
dispensers can be attached directly to the clip. This creates a hugely versatile platform for connecting
to structures such as scaffolding, trees, shelving and pillars.
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Width
131mm
5.2”

Depth
19mm
0.7”

Weight
100g
3.5oz

Skipper cord strap clip (curved)
Height
105mm
4.1”

Width
131mm
5..2”

Depth
40mm
1.6”

Weight
85g
3oz
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Height
105mm
4.1”

SAF E T Y

Skipper cord strap clip (magnetic)

Skipper sanitiser bracket. A clear benefit to clean environments
The hand sanitiser bracket holds standard pump dispensers up to a diameter of 75mm. The bracket
is designed for areas where sun screens, sanitisers and other gels and creams are required, such as
construction sites, hygienic environments and kitchens.
Via the modular Skipper connector slot, the sanitiser bracket can attach easily and securely to other
Skipper products including the cord strap clip, suction pad, post & base collar and wall clip - as well
as the Skipper unit itself.

Skipper sanitiser bracket
Height
109mm
4.3”

Width
80mm
3.1”

Depth
90mm
3.5”

Weight
60g
2.1oz
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Skipper unit
Height
240mm
9.4”

Width
145mm
5.7”

Depth
145mm
5.7”

Weight
795g
28oz

A post & base system for the future
The Skipper post and base system is the perfect complement to the Skipper unit. Its sleek,
professional design looks sublime in any environment, both indoors and outdoors.
Sold as a two-part system for improved transport and storage, the base can simply be filled with
water or sand for improved strength and stability, then the post is twist-locked into position.
The Skipper unit or post & base cap attach to the top of the post with a secure, snap fit.
The modular waste management range can also be attached to the post via the post & base collar,
making it one of the most versatile products in the Skipper range.

COLOUR OPTIONS: orange, green, red, blue, silver, yellow

Skipper post & base system
Height
1000mm
39.4”

Width
500mm
19.7”

Depth
500mm
19.7”

Weight
2.3kg
5.1lbs

Skipper suction pad support bracket
Affixing the Skipper recycle bins and safety dispensers to high gloss and glass surfaces is easily
achieved via the Skipper suction pad bracket and suction pad. The bracket provides the required
additional strength to support either a full recycle bin or safety dispenser, without damaging either
the suction pad or the chosen surface.
Simply attach the Skipper suction pad to the desired surface, then slide on the suction pad
support bracket. The Skipper recycle bins or safety dispensers then slide into the support bracket.
The bracket is not required for lighter items such as the hand sanitiser bracket.
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COLOUR OPTIONS FOR SUCTION PAD: orange & black, all black

Height
180mm
7.1”

Width
160mm
6.3”

Depth
62mm
2.4”

Weight
190g
6.7oz
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Skipper suction pad support bracket

Skipper post & base collar
The Post & base collar attaches firmly to the post by simply sliding over the top and seating into
position. It provides a strong platform for attaching the Skipper recycle bins, safety dispensers
and sanitiser brackets; turning the Skipper post & base system into a fully equipped, free-standing
safety & recycling station.
After the post & base collar is attached, the Skipper unit can snap-fit to the post as usual, providing
a unique combination of a 9m (30ft) barrier and recycling point. A sign holder can also be attached
to either the Skipper unit or the post & base cap to display your messages.

Skipper post & base collar
Height
185mm
7.3”

Width
191mm
7.5”

Depth
131mm
5.2”

Weight
415g
14.6oz
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The post & base cap
When a barrier solution is not needed, this cap can give the post a more complete look and also
provide an alternate aesthetic. Simply affix the Skipper A4 sign holder to the top to provide an
effective signage system. Also can be used with the Skipper road cone.

Skipper post & base cap
COLOUR OPTIONS: orange, green, red, blue, silver, yellow

Height
150mm
5.9”

Width
90mm
3.5”

Depth
90mm
3.5”

Weight
205g
7.2oz

The Skipper road cone. Revolutionary thinking
The Skipper road cone is a unique two-piece cone that outperforms its competitors in all areas.
Its patent protected design features an incorporated helix, which deflects wind away and adds to
the cone’s stability. The base is designed to facilitate an optional weight ring, providing even more
ballast and reducing the need to double stack.
The innovative glass bead sleeve has greater reflectivity than prismatic alternatives and is robust
and durable, like the whole Skipper range. With a huge spectrum of applications, from airports
and traffic control, to industrial and construction operations, the Skipper road cone is creating a
revolution worldwide.

The Skipper safety dispenser. Connected to safety
The safety dispenser provides easy access to safety equipment such as ear plugs, protective
eyeware and hair nets, and can also act as a safe container for battery disposal. Like the recycle bin,
up to two dispensers can attach to the Skipper post & base system via its collar.
As part of the modular waste and safety management system, the dispenser can also be screwed to
walls, attached to magnetic surfaces, suctioned to glass and high gloss surfaces, tied to pillars and
much more. The safety dispenser’s lid is also available in the standard range of Skipper colours.
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Height
255mm
10”

Width
230mm
9.1”

Depth
263mm
10.4”

Weight
740g
26.1oz

M AN AG E M EN T

Skipper safety dispenser

The Skipper recycle bin. Modular waste management
The Skipper recycle bin is a robust and durable attachment for multi-purpose waste and recycling
use. Up to two recycle bins can attach to the Skipper post & base system via its collar to create a
fully free-standing safety & recycling station.
The bins can also be attached to walls, magnetic surfaces, glass and high gloss surfaces, trees,
posts and many more via the Skipper wall & magnetic receiver clips, suction pad holder/receivers
and cord strap clips. Each recycle bin is supplied with a selection of stickers to designate recycling
type, and as with the Skipper unit and Skipper post & base system, the recycle bin lid is available in
a choice of colours to suit your organisation or recycling contents.

Skipper recycle bin
Height
194mm
7.6”

Width
339mm
13.3”

Depth
376mm
14.8”

Weight
1.1kg
39.2oz
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For extra stability attach the optional
weight ring to the base of the cone.

The Skipper road cone’s helix design

The Skipper cone’s light reflectivity is

greatly improves on wind deflection

twice as strong as a standard cone.

compared to standard road cones,
meaning greater stability
in challenging environments.

Skipper road cone
Height
750mm
29.5”

Width
555mm
21.9”

Depth
555mm
21.9”

Weight
5.4kg
12lbs

Skipper wall and magnetic support brackets
The Skipper wall & magnetic support brackets are hugely practical accessories for the Skipper unit,
and are ideal for situations where using a cone or post is not appropriate.
The bracket is available in two versions; a wall version which can be screwed into place for
permanent/semi-permanent use, and a non-marking magnetic version which can be attached to
vehicles, shelving and other metal surfaces. Once the bracket is in the desired position, the Skipper
unit snap-fits onto the bracket and locks into place.
The quick release clip prevents the Skipper unit from detaching from the bracket, and is also used
to quickly disconnect the unit after use. The support brackets are ideal for logistics, warehousing
and facilities management.

Skipper wall/magnetic support brackets
Height
168mm
6.6”

Width
124mm
4.9”

Depth
133mm
5.2”

Weight
170/275g
6/9.7oz
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A modular waste and safety management solution
The Skipper range of patent protected waste & safety management products
provide a flexible and effective solution, with a wealth of fixing and display
options. Being compatible with the existing range of Skipper and Skipper XS
products makes the waste & safety management range intuitive for people
already familiar with Skipper, as well as newcomers.
The waste management range, like all Skipper products, is designed to be
fully modular. The recycle bins, dispensers and sanitiser brackets can be used
in a variety of different applications, from a free standing station to direct
attachment to walls, glass and posts.
They’re ideally suited to a wide range of industries, from construction to
facilities management, retail, warehousing and many more.
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Skipper wall and magnetic receiver clips
The receiver clips act as an end-point for Skipper retractable barriers, and can also be used to
support the Skipper waste & safety management accessories. As with the support brackets,
the receiver clips are available in both magnetic and non-magnetic variants. Both versions of the
receiver clip are fitted with non-marking rubber pads which prevent scratches and damage
to surfaces. Simply pull out the tape from any Skipper or Skipper XS unit and slide it into the
receiver clip. This will end the barrier without using additional Skipper units, cones or posts.
Waste and safety management products such as recycle bins, safety dispensers and sanitiser
brackets can be attached directly to the receiver clip.

Skipper wall/magnetic receiver clips
Height
100mm
3.9”

Width
80mm
3.1”

Depth
23mm
0.9”

Weight
45/60g
1.6/2.1oz

The Skipper rechargeable safety light
This safety light is a multifunctional, LED system that attaches to Skipper and Skipper XS units.
It’s ideal for traffic control, airports, petrochemicals and many other industries. The unit has a
light sensor for automatic activation/deactivation, or can be set to full manual control. The bright
LEDs can be switched between a flashing or permanent setting, and the unit has an integrated
rechargeable battery compartment which is powered by a standard adapter. Simply twist off the
Skipper or Skipper XS unit’s top cap, and twist on the rechargeable safety light. Conforms to
BS3143 part 2 1990.

Skipper rechargeable safety light
Height
122mm
4.8”

Width
140mm
5.5”

Depth
140mm
5.5”

Weight
360g
12.7oz

The Skipper clamp holder/receiver
The clamp holder/receiver is used to attach the Skipper XS unit and/or tape end to angular surfaces
such as door frames, work surfaces and racking. Simply position the clamp in place and turn the
screw to tighten.
The clamp holder/receiver can be positioned either horizontally or vertically depending on the
desired application.

Skipper clamp holder/receiver
Height
223mm
8.8”

Width
140mm
5.5”

Depth
103mm
4.1”

Weight
205g
7.2oz
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The suction pad holder/receiver
The suction pad holder/receiver is designed for use with the Skipper XS unit and can both hold
the unit in place and receive its tape end clip. It can also be used as a receiver clip for the standard
Skipper unit, and as a support for the Skipper recycle bins and safety dispensers.
Simply position the suction pad onto a glass or high gloss surface and pull down the arm for an
extremely strong connection.

Skipper suction pad holder/receiver

COLOUR OPTIONS: orange & black, all black

Height
45mm
1.8”

Width
78mm
3.1”

Depth
117mm
4.6”

Weight
65g
2.3oz

Skipper curved and magnetic cord strap clips
The cord strap clips utilise a robust bungee cord to tourniquet to structures such as pillars, trees and
scaffolding. The clip is available in two variants; a non-marking magnetic version which is designed to
attach to angular surfaces, and a curved version to fit securely to poles and cylindrical surfaces.
The cord strap clips are highly practical for indoor and warehouse environments, where they easily
connect to shelving and pillars to both hold the Skipper XS unit and receive its tape end clip.

Skipper cord strap clip (magnetic)
Height
105mm
4.1”

Width
131mm
5.2”

Depth
19mm
0.7”

Weight
100g
3.5oz

Skipper cord strap clip (curved)
Height
105mm
4.1”

Width
131mm
5..2”

Depth
40mm
1.6”

Weight
85g
3oz
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The Skipper A4 sign holder. Direct and to the point
This A4 sign holder is designed for use with both Skipper and Skipper XS units. Its functional design
makes it a great complement to the Skipper product range, allowing you to easily display warnings,
promotional messages and directions. Simply insert your A4 message into the polycarbonate sleeve,
and slide into the robust u-shaped frame. Twist off the Skipper or Skipper XS unit’s top cap and
twist the sign holder into position.

Skipper A4 sign holder
Height
348mm
13.7”

Width
266mm
10.5”

Depth
28mm
1.1”

Weight
480g
16.9oz

The Skipper XS unit. Keeping internal environments safe
The Skipper XS range of products were developed to adapt Skipper’s great
versatility to indoor environments such as in warehousing, manufacturing
and facilities management. The unique XS range allows for connection to
any indoor surface, from high gloss and glass, to worktops, shelving, door
frames and pillars, making anything possible.
The Skipper XS unit has the full 9 metres (30ft) of high-specification fabric
tape that’s made Skipper the market leader in retractable barriers.
Its three connector points allow it to interface from various angles with its
accessories, each of which can hold the XS unit in place and receive
its tape end clip, making the range hugely versatile and adaptable to
indoor environments.

TAPE OPTIONS: red & white, black & yellow, green & white, blue & white,
black & yellow ‘CAUTION’, red & white ‘DANGER’
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Skipper XS unit
Height
126mm
5.0”

Width
145mm
5.7”

Depth
145mm
5.7”

Weight
700g
24.7oz

Via Guide GmbH
Rönkhauser Straße 9
59757 Arnsberg > Germany
Phone +49 (2932) 477 177
info@viaguide.de
www.viaguide.de

